
 
 

 

 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Problem 

Emotional expression is the way people express their feeling. According 

to Wilce (2009:29) emotion is a complex collection of chemical and neural 

responses forming a distinctive pattern. Emotional expression includes both 

facial expressions and body movements that accompany the internal experience 

of emotion and that clearly serve to communicate that emotion to 

others.Emotions are expressed in a limited number of particular facial 

expressions. There are six basic emotions that are universal to all of humanity: 

anger disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise (Ekman, 1992). These 

emotions are the basis for all that humans feel. He converge the concept of 

these basic human emotions with images, deducing that the facial expressions 

that people make correspond with one of the six emotions. He also posited that 

some facial expressions and emotions are universal.  On the other hand, Parrot 

(2001) classified basic emotions into six first-level emotions: Love, Joy, 

Surprise, Anger, Sadness and Fear. Emotions classified into ten basic emotions: 

anger, fright-anxiety, guilt-shame, sadness, envy-jealousy, disgust, happiness-

joy, pride, love-affection, and relief (Lazarus, 1991). 
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In this research, the writer chooses two emotional expressions to be 

examined; they are love and like expression. The reason why the writer chooses 

this topic to discuss because there are so many English vocabularies used to 

express the emotion of love and like. Many people think that love and like are 

similar, but actually there are some differences in love and like expression.  

Love and like expression are the things to build the relationship. Some 

people think that love and like are similar, but it is actually difference. 

According to Parikh M. (2017) liking someone, or being infatuated with them, 

usually happens quickly. But loving someone is a slow process that is built on a 

healthy foundation (quoting from https://www.elitedaily.com). Love is a 

universal human experience. It is viewed as a basic human emotion that may 

manifest itself in a variety of forms and lead to a variety of cognitive-affective 

responses and behaviors (Hatfield &Rapson, 1993). Izard (1977) states that love 

is taken to be the joy and interest that people feel in connection with others. 

While like is part of love. According to Parrot (2001) on tree-structured 

emotions describes that love divided into three parts: affection, lust/sexual 

desire, longing. Like expression is on the love-affection (quoting from 

theemotionmachine.com). In addition, liking someone a lot is an obsessive 

feeling. Like or liking is a feeling that you can have for many things in life. You 

can like something or someone on the basis of its outer appearance or inner 

traits. If you like someone, it is likely that you have a sense of respect for him 

or her, and usually the feeling would be mutual. You are also likely to agree 

with them on a majority of things, For example, you may like reading books, 
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but you can’t say you love it, or you may like chocolates, but you may not love 

eating them.  

In this research the writer chooses novel to be analyze. Because in novel 

the writer can find many love and like expression especially in romance novel. 

The characters use more verbal communication (words) than non verbal 

communication (expression) so it makes the analyzing easier. The writer 

chooses novel entitled “The Trouble with Tamsin” because in the novel found 

the emotion especially love and like expression. The novel tells about the 

woman named Tamsin who runs away from love but soon discover another 

love. She likesmen, she might even be in love with one of them. There is 

PatricFaulkener he is wonderful, until she discovers he is having an affair with 

her best friend. Vaughn Herrick, the man Tam loved and lost. And attractively 

menacing Craig Andrews. Then there is the one person Tam can always rely on, 

it is Mark Langham, he is always there for her. 

Example (1) 

Mark faced up to her. ‘Meaning me! You know damn well I mean me. I want to 

marry you. I want to take care of you.’ 

The example(1) shows the love expression revealed by Mark Langham to 

his girlfriend Tamsin. He revealed his love with say that he wants to marry her 

and take care of her. When a man intends to marry the woman, it means he truly 

loves and wants to have her forever. 

Example (2) 

She wasn’t impressed with worldly things, however, but he had been nice . 

. . Heck ̶ what was she thinking of? ‘Nice’ wasn’t the word to describe 
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such a hunk. He was gorgeous. And meeting him in such a way had been 

exciting. 

Example (2) shows the like expression of Tamsin. She meets a man she 

didn’t know accidently. She likes him and always thinks about him. In the 

example (2) above, Tamsin shows the feelings of liking through praises such as 

“he had been nice” and “he was gorgeous”. Tamsin also showed her like 

expression with say that she is exciting when meet this guy. 

1.2. Identification of the Research 

 Love expression used to create relationship. Not only between men and 

women, love can also create relationship with family, friend, and others. Love can 

be express by literal and non-literal words, and also can be express by facial 

expression or body language. Love itself can be found in movie, poetry, song 

lyrics, and novel. Romantic novel is one of media that contain emotional 

expression of love. 

 Like expression is the emotion where people feel liking to something or 

someone that attractive. Sometimes it is hard to make differences between love 

and like. So itexplained in this research. 

1.3. Limitation of the Research 

Parrot (2001) classifies basic emotions into six first-level emotions: 

Love, Joy, Surprise, Anger, Sadness and Fear. But in this research, the writer 

only focuses to analyze love and like expression (theemotionmachine.com, 

2011). 
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1.4 Research Questions 

 In this research, the writer formulates some research question as follow: 

1. How are words used to convey love and like expressions in novel 

The Trouble with Tamsin? 

2. What are the contexts influenced love and like expression that 

make them different 

1.5. Purpose of the Research 

  There are some purpose of this research based on the problem above, 

they are: 

1. To describe how the words conveyed to express the emotions of 

love and like in the novel. 

2. To explain the contexts influenced of love and like expressions in 

the novel. 

1.6. Significant of the Research 

  In the following there are several significant of the research: 

1. To enrich students vocabulary in expressing love and like emotions and 

also to give further information for the reader about emotional expression 

especially love and like feelings.  

2. The readers can understand about the love and like expression, and 

thedifferences of both. 

3. The reader can be more understand what the context influence love 

and like expression. 
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